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utorrent i am so happy to know that npr has a variety show "live from
conway!" the only time i have heard it (other than the local am radio

station) is when i was in middle school and i remember the show was on i.e.
mondays from the conway high school auditorium. i realize most of the
residents of this website have no clue what a live show is like but i am

curious about if it has stopped being aired. although it was about a
community center, i do not believe that it was completely dedicated to
some professional advice or medical services. if it is, i will definitely be

tuning into it. it is one of the best shows on public radio and although i was
in public school when it was broadcast it is the only station that is always on
in my area. i hope it lives forever! i am shocked and distressed to know that

the bbc has been spreading vicious lies about our government - not our
government. we are already one of the better countries. the bbc is not. the

following bbc program states that
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-35067241 that a us government report

was responsible for germany's deaths at the ww2 nuremburg trials. this is a
complete lie, and our government was not responsible. a number of

americans, german and allied, were involved with the nuremburg trials. we
do not have those documents, or that ability to lie. the new president of the

bbc was a member of the nuremburg tribunal, and the crimes were
committed by the reich government and hitler, but because the bbc is lying
and promoting fear the truth is being lost, and many naive people are being

deceived. jews and others are being allowed to die at a rampant rate
because of the lies of these liars. as for the report, you can not believe the

lies. please explain why http://www.nuremberg.de/documents/6190.htm?abt
=1&at=0&id=1&kom=0&md=0&mod=0&net=0&tt=0&dbr=/nuremberg_1
933/ if you cannot obtain it, and if you have it, please explain why. who is

responsible?
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leftwingers only care about their agenda and issues, never the good of a
nation. they have a money cult and openly say they know what is best for
everyone and that's what they are going to do. you want to talk about flip

flopping? well then you let me flip and floop too. i think these people are not
only parasites on everyone, they are the biggest threat to this nation's

survival! i'm going to keep fighting until we stop this madness! i'll talk to the
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public again and again until we get our independence and seperation from
any political party and these leftwing radicals. give me the truth, i don't

care if it is good or bad, i just want the truth. take anything you want from
me and i will be delighted! what do you think? i have been watching you for

years. i think you are a fraud in every way. you know too much and what
you say is bull! you should be at least a reporter that can write a quality

story and not just type it out! i am not only going to put you on the spot for
what you have done, i am going to boycott anything you do. i am going to

boycott any company that is owned by this so called network and any
products that are made for that company! this is not a big deal to me! it is
all you do and where you are located in the world. this is not a big deal at
all! you are the worst thing to happen to the public. you are a fraud. you
claim to be a conservative yet you have little conservatism in you. you

come off as an elitist and that is the truth. you are probably a member of
the most corrupt organizations in the country. you are a big time insider.

you probably support nothing that is really good for this country. you
support the interests of big business instead of the interests of the american

people. 5ec8ef588b
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